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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to develop a general class of manifolds

on which sliding mode flux observation and control of induction motors are
achieved. For flux-speed tracking, we consider the case where the sliding surface
is formed by the derivative of the output tracking error and a function of this
error. For flux observation, the surface is a function of the estimated error. At
first, we will derive the properties that must be fulfilled by the above class of
manifolds in order to attain the control and observation objective. Then, we
design the control law and the observer gains to make the proposed manifolds
globally attractive and invariant. Simulations results are given to highlight the
performances of the proposed control method.
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Introduction

Today, the developments of electrical machine drive grow more and more in order to
follow the increasing need for various fields such as industry, electric cars, actuators,
etc. By means of electrical machine drive, we can get high level of productivity in
industry and product quality enhancement. The induction motor is the motor of choice
in many industrial applications due to its reliability, ruggedness and relatively low cost.
Nevertheless, controlling induction motors has been not easy due to significant nonlinear
characteristics and the imprecise knowledge of its physical parameters.
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